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ABSTRACT
Imagine an application that requires constant configuration changes,
such as modifying the brush type in a drawing application. Typi-
cally, options are hierarchically organized in menu bars that the
user must navigate, sometimes through several levels, to select
the desired mode. An alternative to reduce hand motion is the use
of multimodal techniques such as gaze-touch, that combines gaze
pointing with mechanical selection. In this paper, we introduce
GazeBar, a novel multimodal gaze interaction technique that uses
gaze paths as a combined pointing and selection mechanism. The
idea behind GazeBar is to maximize the interaction flow by reducing
"safety" mechanisms (such as clicking) under certain circumstances.
We present GazeBar’s design and demonstrate it using a digital
drawing application prototype. Advantages and disadvantages of
GazeBar are discussed based on a user performance model.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The concept of flow [27] regards a highly focus mental state where
users are fully immersed in the primary task they are performing. It
is highly desirable to create interaction designs that allow users to
"flow". In typical computer applications, such as text editors, users
can fully focus on writing (the primary task) after they become
comfortable using the interface. Typical graphical user interfaces
(GUIs) use hierarchical menus for controlling and configuring an
application and frequently used resources are placed in menu bars
for quick access. Easy transition between resources or interaction
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modes provided by the interface facilitates the user to achieve a
state of flow.

The transition between modes can disturb productivity though,
as users have to temporarily relinquish their primary task and nav-
igate through the interface to select the desired mode (for example,
change the font) through a sequence of mouse motions and clicks or
touches on a touch-sensitive screen. This results in an interruption
of task flow, something that expert users learn to mitigate using,
for example, shortcuts such as CTRL-c for “copy” and CTRL-v for
“paste”. Unfortunately, shortcuts must be limited and cannot be
applied to all occasions. Even though expert users can customize
shortcuts, interfaces must provide other forms of acceleration when-
ever possible, for example, through multimodal interaction, such
as touch and speech.

Another alternative is the use of eye gaze, captured by an eye
tracking device, to accelerate pointing andmenu navigation. Though
pointing with our eyes can be very natural and easily integrated in a
computer interface, target selection still poses many challenges due
to the risk of performing an activation just by looking at a target,
which is known as the Midas touch problem (MTP) [12]. Dwelling
at a target until it gets selected is the most common method used
to circumvent the MTP. It is not ideal though: short dwell times
might still cause involuntary selections and long dwell times slow
the interaction. Using gaze for pointing and some other mechanism
for selection, such as touching or clicking a button [6], has been
suggested as a natural multimodal method robust to the MTP.

In this paper we argue that mechanisms such as dwelling and
touch, created as safety measures to avoid the MTP, are like breaks
that can be removed from the interaction process under certain
circumstances so that the user can achieve higher flow states. To
demonstrate this idea we propose GazeBar, a hierarchical menu
interface where the options are triggered by "just looking" at them.
GazeBar options and the bar itself are activated by context: depend-
ing on where the user is looking at, a different menu is shown or
simply not shown if there are no actions to be selected by gaze,
therefore reducing the chances of unintended selections.

We have designed GazeBar to keep manual and gaze inputs as
independent and concurrent interaction modes. Manual input (from
keyboard, mouse, or stylus) serves the primary task, while gaze
controls menu selections by just looking. Because the user is not
required to dwell or click, GazeBar provides an easier interaction
with fewer steps than other gaze interaction methods, facilitating
the user to achieve a higher flow state.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
Eye trackers are devices that capture eye movements typically us-
ing video cameras and they usually require a calibration procedure
to estimate the user’s point of gaze on the computer screen [24].
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dwell-time [5, 19, 25, 43] look and wait until the target is selected
context-switch/goal-crossing [11, 23, 37] look and saccade in a certain direction to select the focused key
eye-swipe [18, 28] look at every key and then select using a short dwell
eye pursuit [7, 14, 42] look and follow until the target is selected
swipe and touch [16, 17] look at every key and then select with a manual input
gaze-touch [4, 29, 31, 32] look and select with a manual input
gaze-shifting [30, 31] look within or outside the manual input area then manual select

Table 1: Selection mechanisms applied in gaze interaction. White rows show gaze-only techniques while gray ones are multi-
modal.

Modern low-cost commercial eye trackers are now commonly avail-
able [38], though some early challenges still remain. Jacob [12]
coined the term "Midas touch problem" when developing early gaze
interaction methods. He pointed out that it might feel empowering
to have something activated just by looking at it, but it eventually
gets impossible look anywhere without issuing a command. To
solve this issue, he suggested the use of short dwell times (about
250 ms) over a button for target selection.

Eye typing (or text-entry by eye gaze) seems like a natural ap-
plication to understand the evolution of gaze interaction since it
demonstrates and compares the performance of very different gaze
selection mechanisms [26]. Basic key selection using a fixed dwell
time (typically between 500 and 1000 ms) has been used as a stan-
dard technique due to its simplicity to implement and use [20]. Some
extensions to dwell-time interfaces [5, 19, 25, 43] focused more on
increasing the performance of eye typing, while others suggested
adaptive dwell times [19, 43], improving both user experience and
text entry rate.

2.1 Gesture-based selection
Many extensions of dwell time show how users can type faster with
short dwells and still feel under control. So why not set the dwell
time to zero? Kristensson and Vertanen [15] showed the potential
speed gain of an ideal dwell-free virtual keyboard. They presented
a model that decomposes the text entry rate into dwell time and
overhead time. The overhead time is defined as the time needed to
transition between keys and to perform error corrections. This has
inspired eye swipe gestures as proposed in [18, 28].

A hierarchical alternative to swipe gestures is pEYEwrite [11],
that uses circular pie menus to display letter groups in each pie. As
the user enters an outer pie border region, called selection border, a
second level pie menu is displayed with the letters redistributed in
different pies. A letter is selected by crossing the outermost border
of a leaf node, containing a single character. Alternatively, Context
Switching [23, 37] suggests the use of single saccades (quick eye
movements) for selection. The idea is to use duplicated contexts,
and the focused key in one context is selected by quickly switching
the gaze to the other context. Thus the user can freely explore the
keyboard before deciding to enter a character.

More recently, the use of eye pursuits for gaze interaction have
gained great interest because of its potential to use non-calibrated
eye trackers, though early pursuit methods, such as Dasher [44],
requires calibration. The idea of non-calibrated pursuits is to display
moving objects along known trajectories and perform a particular

selection when the eyes follow a corresponding target for a certain
time [14, 42].

2.2 Multimodal Gaze Interaction
Multimodal interaction combines gaze pointing with some non-
gaze selection mechanism, such as touch [29], click [4], or even
brain interfaces [45]. One of the earliest works that showed benefits
of combining mouse and gaze was MAGIC Pointing [46]. This idea
heavily inspired other designs, such as the one proposed by Stell-
mach and Dachselt for target acquisition, following the principle
of gaze suggests, touch confirms [36].

With the popularization of touch interfaces, Pfeuffer et al. in-
vestigated how to seamlessly combine gaze and touch interac-
tion [29, 31]. This was further explored in the context of tablets, in
which the thumb used for holding the device is used in combination
with gaze to provide whole-screen reachability with minimum hand
movement [32].

Another multimodal application is to modulate interface be-
havior with gaze. Some examples are gaze-shifting [30], in which
manual input is processed differently according to direct or in-
direct gaze, and GazeButton [33], a technique that enhances the
expressiveness of a single button element based on gaze context.

More recently Kumar et al. proposed TouchGazePath for PIN
entry [16] and TAGSwipe [17], leveraging eye swipe plus manual
input for confirmation, while Creed et al. introduced the Sakura
application for creative design, in which gaze is used for pointing
and selection is performed by a mechanical device [4]. Table 1
summarizes the basic actions explored by these methods.

In the next section we describe the design of GazeBar, both a
novel interface and gaze interaction technique that exploits the
original concept of "just-look" for target selection, i.e., no dwell,
gesture, touch, or click is required when combined with a manual
input for the primary task.

3 GAZEBAR DESIGN
GazeBar interaction design was inspired by MAGIC Pointing [46]
and takes advantage of the spontaneous and characteristic gaze
paths made by the user when switching modes in GUIs. Figure 1
illustrates four steps required to switch modes using GazeBar.

First, we assume there is an active mode (blue button in the
GazeBar shown in the leftmost picture) and the user is focusing
on his or her primary task, which is located within the interface
central area. When a change of mode is desired, the user directs his
or her eyes towards a bar on the bottom edge of the screen, looking
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Figure 1: Steps required to switch modes using GazeBar. When the user decides to switch modes, she looks at the GazeBar and
hovers over different options on the menu (in yellow). The last gazed option is selected when her gaze leaves the GazeBar.

for the appropriate mode option. While gaze is within the bar area,
the bar visually indicates which mode is being targeted (yellow
button). Upon locating the desired mode, the user looks back at the
central area, resuming the primary task. The current active mode
is defined by the last gazed option, and a short visual feedback is
shown to the user. Different than gaze-and-touch techniques, no
manual confirmation is required.

To give the impression to the user that safe selections are done
by simply looking at a button, we use a trigger mechanism similar
to reverse-crossing [8]: once the gaze is captured in the GazeBar
area, a selection is only confirmed after leaving it, allowing the
user to freely navigate in the bar area. To determine which mode
option is to be set, we resort to the minimum distance between the
estimated gaze point and a button, so no dwell time is required.

Modes in GazeBar are sorted hierarchically, so that the state of
secondary modes only become available if the parent’s mode is
selected first, as shown in Figure 2. With respect to the interactive
logic, this is somehow similar to the idea of hierarchical pie menus,
or pEYEs [39], though our design presents stark differences in
visualization and functionality.

The content and appearance of GazeBar is also context-sensitive,
meaning that if the user is gazing at an application for which there
are mode options available, a corresponding GazeBar will pop-up
on screen. But no GazeBar is shown if the gaze context contains no
known applications.

Lastly, we do not enforce any coordination between gaze and
manual input. Unlike other multimodal gaze-based approaches, we
decouple the primary task from the mode-switching task, making
manual input solely responsible for the former, and gaze for the
latter, promoting a higher state of flow.

3.1 Interface design
The use of gaze on GUIs imposes several constraints. In particular,
gaze-based interfaces have to at least account for eye tracking
accuracy and eye jittery. Mode buttons in GazeBar were created to
roughly span 2𝑜 on screen, which is above the higher bound gaze
estimation error found in most commercial eye trackers. Due to
eye jittery, we also place buttons relatively apart from each other.

Gaze focus over a mode button is determined by spatial hystere-
sis [10]. We say that the user is gazing at a button if the Euclidean
distance between the estimated gaze point𝐺 and the button center
𝑀 is less than a empirically determined threshold 𝑑 . But we say
the user stopped gazing if this distance is greater than 2 × 𝑑 , as

Figure 2: GazeBar options are sorted hierarchically. Root
mode options are always at the bottom. One option can trig-
ger a secondary bar, which, by its turn, can trigger another
secondary bar. Gazebar interface design supports at most
four levels of submenus.

indicated by Figure 3. This is used to avoid involuntary switches
due to eye tracking instability.

Also, while gazing a mode button, GazeBar highlights its color
and the target is expanded. Expanding a target is a way to secure
gaze focus detection, since the target spans over a larger screen area
and its neighbours are pushed away, lessening selection ambiguity.

Involuntary selections, although still possible, are mitigated by
interface design. The bar’s one-dimensional format and its place-
ment on screen edges make it more unlikely for accidental gaze
incursions, as the user’s primary task is located at the central part
of the screen. Also, GazeBar and its secondary bars can always be
deactivated at user’s will (Figure 2). As for involuntary changes,
they can always be avoided by fixating over the current active mode
before leaving the bar area.

To minimize the use of screen space, secondary menus are al-
ways presented as another bar, and these bars are also placed near
the edges of the screen. The hierarchical structure of menus and
submenus is demarcated by lines connecting the parent mode op-
tion with the child bar. By default, the current path chosen by the
user in the option tree is always visible, which means that multiple
bars might be shown on screen at the same time. This is done in or-
der to speed up activation of secondary options without impairing
the visibility of the primary task.
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Figure 3: GazeBar uses an implementation of spatial hysteresis [10] based on two criteria to tell when gaze focus over a target
starts and ends. Once a gaze estimate is trapped inside a target, GazeBar only considers it out with a larger threshold. This
avoids involuntary selections due to eye tracker fidelity or eye jittery.

4 GAZEBAR PROTOTYPE
We have built a prototype designed to be used on top of the open-
source application for digital painting Krita [9]. In this section we
address some implementation details, the devices used in our setup,
and how GazeBar can be adapted as an overlay to any other applica-
tion intensive onmode switching. The code for this proof of concept
(PoC) is available at https://github.com/elmadjian/GazeBar.

The PoC was designed to run on laptops and desktop PCs. We
used the Tobii 4C eye tracker, which operates at 90 Hz, providing
a constant stream of eye-gaze points for a single 24" monitor at
75 Hz (see Figure 4). Data is collected through a mixed C#/Python
application in the backend, which is also responsible for managing
the communication between GazeBar and Krita.

The GazeBar interface was completely written in QML. The
interface controls the actual user interaction with mode buttons,
secondary bars, and eventual switches. Changes in the bar state
that affects Krita are signaled to the backend module using the
PySide library for Qt 5. Mode switches are mapped to Krita through
hotkeys, which means that some fine-grained input changes, such
as a color picking, are simply not possible with GazeBar’s PoC.
However, Krita allows us to create custom hotkeys for any discrete
mode available in the GUI, thus enabling GazeBar to capture most
of the mode-switching workflow. Expert users working with digital
painting or image editing often make simultaneous use of keyboard
and graphics tablets. Non-experts, however, have a very limited
knowledge of keyboard hotkeys or key + pen combos for mode
switching. These users rely on mode options available on the GUI
and, therefore, can benefit the most from our PoC.

Figure 4: On the left, a screenshot of our prototype, while on
the right we demonstrate its use case with a digital pen and
a graphics tablet.

While using our PoC, the user does not need to lift up the pen and
move it to change modes, thus saving manual work. Let us say that
the user wants to select a different brush. The brush options can be
found navigating through the hierarchical options tree. Remember
that there is no timeout or specific gestures for a selection. Upon
fixating over a bar, the user can explore the brush options freely.
The last one gazed before moving the eyes back to the painting
canvas will indicate to the system that an input change was made.
If a wrong brush is selected, recovering from the error is as simple
as gazing the correct brush and focusing back on the painting.

Since GazeBar does not expect a hand-gaze coordination event,
our PoC can be easily adapted to any other application where mode
switching is frequent. The only requirement is that the application
provides the possibility of changing modes via shortcut keys. The
expected adaptation effort would be in terms of changing mode
icons, defining a new mode hierarchy and mapping new shortcuts.

5 USER EXPERIENCE AND PERFORMANCE
ISSUES

The literature has mixed results regarding the efficiency of gaze in-
put in contrast with traditional manual input. Some studies revealed
that gaze can be significantly faster than mouse input for target ac-
quisition [35, 41], though there are also some diverging results [21].
As Schuetz et al. pointed out, most of these comparative works are
backed up by Fitts’ Law, which may show some conflicting results
depending on how gaze interaction is assessed [34].

Saccades are ballistic movements (up to 900𝑜 /s) [2], and therefore
cannot benefit from online and controlled adjustments during its
course. Thus, an efficient use of gaze primarily depends on the size
of a saccade with respect to a stimulus and the target size [34].
Additionally, eye tracker fidelity has been found to significantly
affect this task [3], which brings high variability to the constants
in Fitt’s Law formula.

To claim a theoretical efficiency of our design over manual mode-
switching in GUIs, we assume the following conditions: the user
is seated at 50 cm from a 24" display, our eye tracker accuracy
lies between 0.5-1𝑜 , and targets have an approximate size of 2𝑜 .
Assuming also that the user’s primary task is located at the center
of the screen, this results in an average of 27𝑜 of horizontal and 16𝑜
of vertical saccadic span to reach one of the bars.

Based on a quadratic approximation of an empirical model [1],
this saccade length demands at most 140 ms. Since overshoots are
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very likely in this span, two extra short corrective saccades of 30
ms are usually necessary for target acquisition [34]. With a variable
fixation time on the target of at most 200 ms, a non-optimistic time
estimate for mode-switching with GazeBar would be 500 ms. Note
that a fixation dwell is assumed only as a consequence of human
cognitive processing [13], but it is not required by our technique.

Manual input has been demonstrated to take roughly double
the time to close the distance to targets, albeit being much more
precise than saccades [41]. This suggests that using the GUI for
switching modes using a mouse, for example, would require 600
ms just for the complete manual movement, not counting the time
for selection and visualization feedback.

A more fundamental argument in favor of our technique is to
realize that GazeBar leverages the natural scanpaths made when
switching modes manually. Thus, manual response is bounded by
the user visual perceptive task and should improve flow. Unless the
flow is broken by unintended selections.

5.1 Comparative design analysis
To avoid unintended selections, GazeBar graphical design has con-
sidered the low accuracy of gaze trackers, eye jittery, and other
factors as described in Section 3.1. Yet, if unintended selections
occur often, maybe due to lack of experience of a novice user, user
experience will be damaged. Therefore, GazeBar is probably not ap-
propriate for tasks such as typing, but can benefit tasks that require
not so frequent selections, and where involuntary selections have
a low interaction cost since GazeBar allows very fast recovery.

The GazeBar selection mechanism is designed to be experienced
as a “Midas touch”, but activation is triggered in practice in a similar
fashion to context-switching [23] or reverse-crossing [8]. These
gaze-only techniques, as well as other methods such as dwell-time
selection [20], eye gestures [22], or motion correlation [40], create
additional preventive steps to avoid the MTP, while GazeBar takes
advantage of the expected gaze path to eliminate this need.

Though GazeBar might resemble other multimodal gaze-based
interaction techniques, such as gaze-touch [29] and gaze-shifting [30],
it is important to notice that gaze and manual inputs are chore-
ographed in their case, while gaze is independent from manual
control with GazeBar. We compare our own experience of using
GazeBar to driving an automatic car: while other methods requires
a "clutch" to change gears, GazeBar improves flow by allowing the
user to just look at the desired option.

For traversing hierarchical menus, the design of pEYEs [39]
shares many similarities to GazeBar as well. With pEYEs, how-
ever, selections are performed by navigating through expanding
sub-menus, until only one option is available. For𝑚 options per
menu and 𝑁 items total, this leads to a minimum time complexity
of log𝑚 𝑁 for each selection. Options search in GazeBar is also
bounded by log𝑚 𝑁 , but on average faster because, besides the last
branch of the tree being always visible, the user does not necessarily
have to reach a leaf to make a selection.

6 LESSONS FROM THE GAZEBAR
PROTOTYPE

In terms of mode-switching efficiency, we showed that GazeBar’s
selection technique can be interpreted as an approximate theoretical

upper bound for manual input performance, since manual input
depends on the visual perceptive channel to coordinate selections.
By modeling GazeBar’s selection on mode-switching scanpaths, we
discard the preventive measures found in gaze-based techniques,
effectively embracing a Midas touch-like selection mechanism that
does necessarily imposes involuntary mistakes.

Our prototype mitigates involuntary mode switches by design,
such as the one-dimensional bar format, its positioning on screen,
and the two-criteria threshold for activation. We are aware though
that an empirical study still remains necessary to verify the effect of
these choices and establish an average expected number of wrong
selections. Another sensitive aspect that we shall address in a future
experiment is the impact of GazeBar on user experience. Some
objective aspects, such as saving user’s manual effort compared
to other methods, are easy to acknowledge, but others, such as a
measurable state of flow, can only be assessed in a user study.

Compared to other gaze-only techniques, our prototype shows
that GazeBar has a low error recovery cost. That is because a Gaze-
Bar selection is fast and requires minimal eye movement. Dwell-
time selection, for instance, not only requires the same amount of
movement (in the application workflow), but also additional fixa-
tion times. Some users might prefer more low-cost mistakes than
costly errors that impose a greater penalty on user performance.

The GazeBar design, though, is not as multipurpose as other
methods. However, it is fairly safe to say that complex and multi-
modal scenarios are more likely to be benefited by this technique,
since the idea of GazeBar could be easily adapted to other intensive
manual application, such as word processing, video editing, or 3D
editing. And the principle of modeling gaze-based selections on
expected eye movements to maximize the state of flow during inter-
action could be further applied to tasks other than mode-switching.

7 CONCLUSION
Is the Midas touch always a problem for gaze interaction? While
many previous techniques have exploitedmechanisms such as dwell
time or eye gestures, and combined gaze with other mechanism
such as speech or finger touch to trigger selections, we propose a
just-look-to-select mechanism that can improve gaze interaction
efficiency.

We argue that interaction flow can be improved by eliminat-
ing safety interaction steps (such as dwell-time or mouse click)
suggested in the literature to avoid the Midas’ touch problem. Of
course this improvement can only be achieved while keeping the
number of errors small or compatible with other techniques. To
demonstrate this concept we have developed GazeBar to enhance a
digital painting application, that seamlessly integrates a just-look-
to-select mechanism with the primary manual task for switching
between application modes. This is still a work in progress though.
Future work will investigate user experience aspects of GazeBar
and evaluate its performance against similar techniques such as
gaze-touch and gaze-shifting.
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